
All about the Doghouse

Doghouse is a premium 100-page magazine, 
produced quarterly, all about the British pub 
and the fascinating culture within; created 
by award-winning publisher Jon Saxon, and 
Sunday Times photographer Richard Stanton. 

 Each edition celebrates the traditional pub in 
a different region, benefiting from interviews 
with pub locals, as well as exploring nearby 
breweries and places of historical importance.

Just as happy sat on a coffee table at home as 
it is on an mahogany-topped bar, Doghouse 
also travels well – making it a perfect partner 
for the glove box, or back pocket – giving the 
reader a perfect excuse to explore the wide 
and varied range of featured locations within 
each edition’s 20-mile radius.

“It’s totally old school, settled 
in with a Double Diamond, 
a Woodbine, a pickled egg 

and a Babycham for the 
lady. There’s lavish, often 
full-page photography of 

curling linoleum, patterned 
red carpets, pewter tankards 
and rosettes. The editor and 
photographer share a vision 

of pubdom so specific it’s 
almost a fetish.” 

John Humphreys, Made With Ink

“If you like pubs and good 
writing, as much as I do, 
then you’ll probably like 
Doghouse magazine as 

much as I do.”
Charlie Connelly
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6000 copies per edition

Doghouse is sold online through the official 
store, as well as national online retail outlets 
such as Newsstand, Houndworthy, and Beer 
Inn Print.

Doghouse has benefited from a major Central 
London campaign in 2013, handled by RA & 
Olly, with shelf-space in Waterstones, Harvey 
Nichols, and Pedlar.

Promotional copies are circulated on a 
month-to-month basis to a unique network 
of pubs in display boxes of 25.

Doghouse attends food and drink festivals 
with its pop-up pub: promoting and selling 
current and back editions – with attendances 
of between 1000 and 55,000 per event.

“This has the potential to 
do more to ‘save’ pubs 

than any amount of woe-is-
me whinging. The photos 

are often immersive, highly 
evocative full-page portraits 
of real rooms, in real pubs, 

with all their faults and 
flaws (dodgy gas heaters, 
scruffy carpets, fly-blown 

windows), and many might 
have been taken any time in 
the last 40 years. Consider 

this an endorsement.” 
Boak & Bailey’s Beer Blog
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Dimensions

Full page   213 x 144mm
1/2 page  93 x 285.5mm (horizontal) 
1/2 page  189 x 63mm (vertical) 
1/4 page  93 x 63mm 
 
Price

Single  £380
IFC    £440
IBC   £480
Half   £210
Quarter  £140
 
Please supply ad artwork as a CMYK high-
res PDF or high-res 300DPI Photoshop TIFF. 
Single page requires 3mm bleed.

artwork@doghousemagazine.co.uk

“Doghouse manages to 
capture the warmth and 
spirit of the pub itself. It 

features in-depth looks at 
pubs across the country, 
with each issue themed 

around a certain area, with 
insightful and entertaining 

writing accompanied by 
friendly nostalgia and great 
photography. Like the pubs 

featured, Doghouse is an 
honest, straightforward and 
convivial magazine, that is a 

pleasure to spend an hour 
or two in the company of, 

preferably down the local.” 
Nick Bentley, Newsstand
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Reader profile

25 – 40+ Doghouse appeals to an inquisitive 
younger audience who are gradually moving 
away from the larger corporate pubs, to seek 
out new styles of real ale and cider – and 
traditional venues to enjoy them in.

50 – 60+ This audience treats Doghouse 
much as a tour guide; spending a greater 
length of time in each region to experience 
further attractions – including walks, historical 
monuments, traditional high street retail and 
fishing opportunities.

70 – 80+ Male readers in this age bracket 
have shown an immense nostalgic draw to 
Doghouse; with its sympathetic approach to 
the pub and its traditions: as such enjoying as 
a valued record, for themselves and as a gift.

“A fascinating glimpse into 
the social pillar of society. 
Doghouse celebrates the 

timeless traditions and rustic 
aesthetic of true British pub 
culture; from the ubiquitous 
empty crisp packet wedged 
between a well-worn crack 
in a table, to the myriad of 
fascinating characters that 
can be found propping up 

the bar down any local. 
Topics range from ghosts 

and famous battles, to 
football and fishing. And 

of course the promotion of 
real ale. Great photography 

makes this quite literally a 
pub crawl for your eyes.” 

Houndworthy
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